
Hope not the worst hour, Mr. Musk. 
English is not my native language. I was named Sergey, but i prefer name Lian. In my perception You look like a 
correct directed intelligent structure. Let's name it dalama. So, In my perception You look like a dalama.

Close to 2008, I noticed unusual numbers in a parametric model bounded by a circle of radius 1. I tried to solve 
them myself using a computer, but to no avail. I showed it to mathematicians at the university, but they said 
that it was natural and nothing special, or they began to repeat the rules from textbooks about pi number etc.

The idea is polygons, inscribed in a circle of radius 1 , with integer result of power of two for length of side (N2 
N3 N4 N6 NOO) is base, more major than all other N5 N7 ... NOO-1. And these base 5 polygons can be used for 
representation of pi(3.14...) number in some lengths form, when we solve system equations as matrix 
determinant. Finally it can be (Length1 + length2) / length3.

There is tiny chance this can be more than my imagination. In the past i not detected any information about 
these 5 polygons as system in open sources. Possibly this info can be lost in pile of information, or after 
internet will blocked/corrupted in russian territory. Situation moving fast to North Korea direction. Possibly 
this info can be benefit for Your targets.

Since October 3, 1999, I have tried to be a non-vermin, not to abuse drugs, including alcohol.
Now I am 38 years old, I am weak, have nothing, and feel like I am losing this competition. For all the time, I 
personally observed two people who looked like a dalama, when I was teaching at a technical university for a 
short time, after graduating from graduate school. One died at the age of 84 years and three days, closer to 
2005(when i was a student). One was 60+ years old in 2009. Their attempts to change something for the 
better were unsuccessful and the situation looked sad.

p.s. One $ in post not means this price of Your time. In 2009, a friend of mine gave me a dollar when she left 
russian territory and said that keeping a dollar is a good sign of wealth. But it seems that the omen only 
works on the United States territory. Possibly this can help save the idea.
Also in correct time You can think about create a new territory, for dalama's oriented not only to food and fun, 
where i with pleasure can be gardener or farmer who produce chickens not poisoned by antibiotics (which can 
be reason of present virus situation). Who know...
Once i had a dream about earth 25xx year. Information/technology sphere included only territories: north part 
of USA, possibly part of Canada, west sea line of Europe close to Norway and Britain, tiny part of Japan. All 
other territories was just mining sources. USA still present and biggest, but x3 less than now.
Hope not harmed You, Mr. Musk,
respectfully Lian. kyznector@gmail.com  healingdrawing.github.io
healingdrawing.github.io/m/city.html to read more about city scheme in right bottom
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